Chapter 26
Ergonomics of
Redesigning Sitting
John B. Shea, PhD; and Kelly J. Baute, PhD

The reader will gain an overview of the evolution of chair sitting as a workplace positional behavior
and the circumstances in which ergonomic modification of this behavior may reduce the risk of
health-related issues. By the end of this chapter, the reader should be able to do the following:
}} Review the evolution of human working positional behaviors and postures
}} Discuss early human positional behaviors
}} Consider the importance of modern human’s selective pressures that led to our highly
evolved existence
}} Describe the history of the chair (how the chair emerged and what the chair’s initial purpose
was)
}} Describe how the traditional chair contributes to musculoskeletal disorders
}} Understand the conditions and circumstances in which revising sedentary behavior may
reduce the risk of health-related issues and categorize this information in order to apply it to
common professional scenarios
}} Identify future directions for assessing sedentary behavior and apply this content in
professional settings to enhance client or patient knowledge of sedentary behavior
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T

he study of ergonomics has progressed from
its early emphasis on increasing worker productivity to an emphasis on health promotion in the places of daily living. This perspective
encourages consideration of our evolutionary adaptations and the ecological contexts that provided
the framework that perpetuated the development of
our highly evolved and unique biological systems.
This perspective must be included in any discussion regarding sedentary behavior and health. The
ecological contexts in which we evolved provided
the substrates in which the strategies and activity patterns for procuring resources advanced our
unique combination of physiological, anatomical,
and morphological characteristics, which in return
provided affordances for our success. Åstrand suggests, “Insight into our biological heritage may help
us to modify our current lifestyle in a positive way”
(1992, page 1235S). The significant changes in the
ecological contexts and the associated activity patterns in which we currently subsist are the culprits
of today’s current health crisis.
Procuring resources to ensure survival is a biological necessity of all organisms, and Homo sapiens
are no different. Strategies to secure those resources
have changed dramatically in the past 10,000 years.
Ninety-nine percent of (anatomically) modern
human’s existence was spent with procurement
strategies and activity patterns that involved both
gross and fine motor movements representative as
what would today be classified as physical activity
(Malina and Little 2008). The rapid change in our
ecological contexts altered these activity patterns
and the associated positional behaviors of the past
to the sedentary, constrained positional behaviors
of today, which have exacted a dramatic and negative effect on our physiology and represented as an
increase in mortality resulting from all causes and
cardiovascular disease (Katzmarzyk et al. 2009).
These behaviors have also exacted a dramatic and
negative effect on the musculoskeletal system,
represented as musculoskeletal disorders and experienced as (but not limited to) lower back, neck
(Kumar 2001; Magnusson and Pope 1996), and
shoulder pain (Lundberg 2002). “Movement is the
substrate of activity” (Malina and Little 2008, page
373), and our biological systems have evolved based
on a life cycle that includes regular physical activity
and its associated movements. Our current activity patterns and subsequent sedentary subsistence
strategies are methods of resource procurement
that are generating a great cost to our health. This

provokes the question, Is our survival still based on
successful fitness?
Modern human’s biological phylogeny stems
from a movement-based lifestyle. Hunter-gatherers’
existence and success depended on movement of a
variety of patterns (walking, carrying, some running, climbing, chopping, play, and rest) (Hill et al.
1985) and a variety of complexities (agility, accuracy, and speed of gross and fine motor movements)
(Malina and Little 2008). For instance, early Homo
would have needed to walk and occasionally run
to track or stalk prey. In looking at today’s extant
hunter-gatherer groups, rarely is it seen that long
distance running at high speeds is common (Hill
et al. 1985). Conversely, Malina and Little noted
that modern hunter-gatherers move in intermittent
activity patterns. They wrote that in the past, we
were required to have high-level, cardiovascular
demands, but only as a small percentage of our
activity budget. Additionally, our hunter-gatherer
predecessors did not place themselves in behaviors
that were isolated or confined in movement. These
behaviors placed demands on the system of early
Homo; however, these demands were more along the
lines of intermittent activities as well as occasional
periods of continuous activity. As Malina and Little
pointed out, it is not in our biological lineage to
work in the static, confined postures of the present.
Subsistence strategies of an agricultural lifestyle
maintained intermittent activity patterns similar
to those of hunter-gatherers and persisted until
the industrial revolution at the dawn of the 20th
century. This was immediately followed by the
technological revolution beginning in the 1950s,
as the first wave of sedentary occupations, ranging
from office and clerical work to long-haul driveroperators, appeared. This dramatic change to our
biological system contributed to disease and degeneration of the physical systems. The 1950s also saw
the first signs of what would become a major health
epidemic, cardiovascular disease (CVD).
By the 1970s, CVD was reaching an epidemic
proportion. Fitness-based interventions were
introduced in the form of cardiovascular exercise
guidelines (ACSM 1978) as well as fitness programs,
including running (Morgan 2013) and aerobics
(Cooper 2013). The first ACSM guidelines were
developed by health and exercise science researchers to provide a framework for improving the
cardiovascular health of the U.S. population; thus,
the guidelines’ sole focus was on cardiorespiratory
fitness and health. Not until 1990 did the ACSM
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recognize the importance of muscle conditioning
by including it in a revision. And not until 1998
was flexibility added, with a neuromuscular focus
appearing in 2009.
Whereas the ACSM, Cooper, and others were
instrumental in the development of fitness-based
programs to improve cardiovascular health, these
interventions have not been successful in fostering
healthy activity patterns of the U.S. population.
When combined with the sedentary behaviors of
most work-related tasks, the result on our biology
is profound and has identified a need for a new
field of study: inactivity physiology (Ekblom-Bak,
Hellenius, and Ekblom 2010). Katzmarzyk and
colleagues (2009) describes inactivity physiology
as more than just not moving enough and using
physiological and biomechanical systems. Rather,
it is a mechanism leading to the onset of multiple
degenerative diseases that are deteriorating the
quality of life of those affected, even in the presence
of planned exercise. Inactivity physiology studies
have demonstrated a link between sitting time
and nonexercise activity as contributors to rates of
metabolic syndrome, type 2 diabetes, obesity, and
cardiovascular disease (Hamilton, Hamilton, and
Zderic 2007). These findings highlight the need to
redesign or consider alternatives to traditional seat
design and sitting behaviors.

Characteristics and Influence
of Chair Designs and Positional
Behaviors
Historically, sitting positional behaviors have been
used to provide the best affordances for completing specific tasks: squatting to gather, chop, mash,
and clean (Hill et al. 1985). The sitting positional
behaviors or modes from which our preindustrialized ancestors could select include crouching,
kneeling, and squatting (Hill et al. 1985; Kroemer
and Grandjean 2005). But where did the chair
originate? Anthropological evidence suggests that
the chair or seats were first used for status within
a group such that higher-ranking individuals were
seated above individuals of lower rank (Kroemer
and Grandjean 2005).
Kroemer, Kroemer, and Kroemer-Elbert (2001)
provide an account of how chairs came to be used
in China. Cultural relics from the Shang through
the Han dynasties (1600 BC to 220 AD) show
people sitting on mats in either kneeling or sitting

positions. The opening of the Silk Road allowed
travel to western Asia, where Chinese visitors were
introduced to chairs. Folding stools appeared in the
Chinese imperial court around the 3rd century AD.
By the 4th century, stools in China were about the
same height as those used in the Western hemisphere. During the 7th to 10th centuries, the use of
mats gradually disappeared and the use of stools
for sitting became popular. Around the year 1200,
complete sets of raised furniture existed in China.
Thus began the development of chairs, which are
still considered a status symbol; generally, as salary
goes up, so, too, does the sophistication of the chair
(Kroemer and Grandjean 2005). So how did seats or
chairs become associated with occupational tasks?
In short, physiology. As reviewed in Kroemer and
Grandjean (2005), well-being of workers was best
achieved if they were allowed to sit, which reduced
the muscular effort required by the lower body
during prolonged standing. Four primary factors
are associated with sedentary work:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Taking the weight off the legs
Stability of upper body posture
Reduced energy consumption
Fewer demands on the circulatory system

Unfortunately, prolonged sitting has the same
negative effect on the musculature of the torso that
prolonged standing has on the musculature of the
lower body, contributing to the development of
musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs). Research has
associated prolonged sitting with lower back pain
and discomfort (Kroemer and Grandjean 2005;
Magnusson and Pope 1998; Vieira and Kumar
2004). In addition to the effects prolonged sitting
has on the musculature of the back, the associated
compression of the intervertebral discs decreases
nutrient flow into those tissues. It is suggested that
frequent changes in posture allow for changes in
both musculature demands and intervertebral pressures (Kroemer and Grandjean 2005; Magnusson
and Pope 1998). Other investigations suggest that
work-related musculoskeletal disorders (WMSDs)
can be reduced by managing the biomechanical
factors associated with sitting and evaluating the
task to be performed and the seat design (Magnusson and Pope 1998; Vieira and Kumar 2004). For
example, tasks such as line assembly or benchwork
allow the worker to use a semisitting (Magnusson
and Pope 1998) positional behavior, thus allowing
the worker to change between sitting and standing
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and consequently changing the musculature recruitment and intervertebral pressures. The design of the
seat, such as height and inclination, and position of
the armrest and backrest are of primary importance
because these factors affect the posture seated workers assume to complete their task, essentially creating positional or postural affordance. Grandjean,
Hünting, and Pidermann’s (1983) investigation of
computer workstations concluded that workstation
operators’ postural adjustments were limited by the
constraints of the workstation’s design.
In addition to the negative effects sedentary
behavior exacts on our physiological systems, sedentary, static, and constrained positional behaviors
constitute the vast majority of occupational tasks.
Complaints triggered by prolonged, constrained
positional behaviors thus contribute to the majority of worker compensation claims. Compensation
is paid to 1 in 10,000 workers for a minimum of 3
days’ paid leave due to back pain associated with
working conditions. This leads to a 2% to 4% loss
of net profits. Malina and Little (2008) describe
working conditions of today to be grossly different from work-associated tasks of the past. The
majority of today’s occupational task systems are
designed to meet production demands and are not
concerned as to whether the biological systems of
the workers have the capacity or capability to meet
those demands (Vieira and Kumar 2004; Westgaard
and Winkel 2011). If a production line is required
to produce a specified number of units, then the
production line will move at a speed to meet that
quota. The workers must then maintain that pace
and speed of movement or risk job loss. Thus, workers are forced into working behaviors that most
likely are or will become beyond their biological
systems’ capacity.
Magnusson and Pope (1998) found that confined
or constrained static postures are a risk factor for
WMSDs. Specifically, when workers are confined
to the same static posture for prolonged periods of
time, their soft tissues are subjected to poor physiological conditions. For instance, when a muscle
is not allowed or able to move through appropriate
ranges of motion, the reduction of blood flow into
that tissue is diminished. This reduces oxygen to
the tissues and cells and increases the buildup of
metabolic waste. This places the soft tissues in a
poor physiological state and increases the risk of
injury. The authors suggest that workers need to
have the freedom to move into different postures.
People who are able to move from a sitting to a

standing position are less likely to sustain WMSDs.
Magnusson and Pope (1998) further state that our
bodies are accustomed to movement. Even during
sleep, our bodies move in order to provide changes
of postures and redirect stresses and forces on joints
and soft tissue.
Lungberg (2002) studied the psychophysiological stresses associated with office workers. He
found that the trapezius muscle was activated and
remained activated even though work tasks were
not requiring its contribution. He associated these
higher levels to be associated with the physical and
psychological stress of the job demands. Lundberg
concluded that the higher and prolonged activation
of the trapezius muscles is associated with upper
body WMSDs in office (desk) workers.
Many investigations have been conducted on
lower back pain associated with constrained static
postures (Hodges and Richardson 1997; Hodges
2001; Hodges et al. 2003; Kumar 1990; 1999; 2001;
Urquhart et al. 2005). These investigations have
deduced that poor posture, repetitive forces, and
awkward movements produced from positional or
postural constraints are the primary contributors to
conditions. Interventions have been proposed suggesting that lower back pain is an artifact of weak
spinal stabilizers. Thus, improving the strength of
the spinal stabilizers will prevent lower back pain.
Companies have promoted the use of a stability
ball at workstations as an intervention for improving strength of the core musculature. Researchers
have thus investigated the efficacy of the stability
ball in improving core strength. McGill, Kavcic, and
Harvey (2006) found no difference between sitting
on a stability ball and sitting on a stool without a
backrest. Callaghan and McGill (2001) found similar
results. Urquhart and colleagues (2005) investigated
the musculature involvement in spinal stability
and were unable to conclude if any specific muscle
contributed more in producing spinal stability. They
concluded that interventions designed to improve
spinal stability should not focus on conditioning one
muscle or a muscle in isolation; rather, the system
should be conditioned with a systems approach.

Applications
of Sitting Redesign
Sitting in the workplace has continued to be equated
with the use of a chair with legs, seat pan, backrest,
and armrests. Discussion on chair designs that
promote healthier sitting behaviors has centered on
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the appropriate configuration of these components.
Thus, research findings related to the biomechanics
and physiology of sitting posture have been interpreted within the constraints imposed by traditional
chair design. This has limited innovation in sitting
design, and it is possible to find defined lists for
what constitutes good office chair design. Kroemer
and Grandjean (2005, page 81-82) cite the following
golden rules for office chairs:
}} Office chairs must be adapted to both the traditional office job and the modern equipment
of information technology, especially to jobs
at computer workstations.
}} Office chairs must be conceived for forward
and reclined sitting postures.
}} The backrest should have an adjustable inclination.
}} The backrest height must be at least 500 mm
vertically above the seat surface.
}} The backrest must have a well-formed lumbar
pad, which should offer good support to the
lumbar spine between the third vertebra and
the sacrum.
The primary health problem motivating research
on office chair design has been back problems
related to the strain on muscles and vertebral discs
from assuming static postures for extended periods
of time. Andersson and Ortengren (1974) showed
that increasing the seat angle reduces both disc
pressure and muscle strain. Krämer (1973) studied
the nutritional needs of intervertebral discs. The
interior of a disc has no blood supply and must
be fed by diffusion through the fibrous outer ring.
Krämer showed that pressure on the disc creates a
diffusion gradient from the interior to the exterior
so that tissue fluid leaks out. When the pressure is
taken off, this gradient is reversed and tissue fluid
diffuses back, taking nutrients with it. Thus, the
discs need to be subjected to positional change to
keep them well nourished. From a medical point
of view, therefore, an occasional change of posture
is beneficial. However, modern workstation design
has constrained the movement of operators in
rather subtle ways defined by the keyboard–monitor
relationship (Grandjean, Hünting, and Pidermann
1983). In addition, many orthopedists still recommend an upright sitting posture because it holds the
spine in a shape of an elongated S with a lordosis of
the lumbar spine. They believe that disc pressure
is lower in such a posture than when the body is

curved forward with kyphoses in the lumbar and
thoracic sections. This orthopedic advice is at odds
with the fact that a slightly forward or reclined sitting posture relieves strain on the back muscles and
makes sitting more comfortable (Andersson and
Ortengren 1974; Lundervold 1951; 1958). Andersson and Ortengren found that workstation operators
instinctively do the right thing when they prefer
a reclined sitting posture and ignore the recommended upright trunk position. According to Kroemer, Kroemer, and Kroemer-Elbert (2001), there is
no one healthy posture. Research does not support
the idea of a single sitting posture that is healthy,
comfortable, and efficient. They go on to point out
that furniture should allow body movement and
various postures. There have been numerous innovations to achieve this goal.
One innovation in chair design that has challenged the existing paradigm and gained popularity
is the use of a stability ball in place of a chair for
sitting. There has been increasing interest in the
use of a stability ball in place of an office chair in
order to improve core muscle strength and to create
a dynamic sitting opportunity (McGill, Kavcic, and
Harvey 2006). Numerous stability ball manufacturers claim that sitting on a stability ball improves the
strength of the core muscles and decreases the risk
of back pain. However, research has not demonstrated this to be true. McGill, Kavcic, and Harvey
(2006) determined that prolonged sitting on an
exercise ball relative to a stool has “little effect on
spine loads, muscle activity and the resulting spine
stability” (page 359). Additional research found
little alteration in the way people sit while using a
stability ball during prolonged sitting and that the
use of a stability ball may not provide the comfort
that a traditional office chair provides (Gregory,
Dunk, and Callaghan 2006). Gregory and colleagues
found that people performing office tasks were less
comfortable while sitting on a stability ball than
while sitting on a chair. Interestingly, Merritt and
Merritt (2007) presented two case studies in which
patients had incorporated stability ball sitting, one
using the ball at work in place of an office chair and
the other using the ball for exercise. Both patients
found a reduction in pain severity and frequency of
pain. These authors further suggested that stability
ball sitting is advantageous by activating “proprioception, balance and equilibrium control” (page 50).
Additional considerations for workstations
are the movements associated with job tasks.
For instance, reaching to grasp an object, press
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a button, or operate a lever are common actions
that alter balance and muscle mechanics. The
increased demand placed on both the upper and
lower body in response to reaching tasks includes
the musculature recruitment to maintain posture
as well as to balance the upper body on the base
of support, the lower body. Dean, Shepherd, and
Adams (1999) found that lower limbs contributed
significantly to the distance of the reach and the
effect reaching distance has on leg muscle activation. They also noted, “the varying times of onset
of muscle activity suggest that individual muscles
play different roles during reaching” (page 142).
This is further evidence for the need to investigate
the varying range of seated workstation postures
and tasks. Kingma and van Dieën (2009) showed
that enhanced spine motion did not differ whether
sitting on a stability ball or sitting on a chair while
performing a typing task. To date, research has been
conducted on seated postures that use chairs and
stools. A few investigations have also been done on
torso muscle activity and spine loads during static
sitting on a stability ball.
No research had been conducted to investigate
the lower limb contributions during sitting on a
stability ball at a workstation while the upper body
is performing a job-related task until 2008. Baute
investigated the contribution of lower-extremity
musculature to a reaching task while sitting on a
stability ball. Specifically, subjects were seated on a
stability ball at a desk. EMG readings were recorded
for the quadriceps, hamstrings, tibialis anterior, and
the gastrocnemius muscles of the dominant and
nondominant legs while the participants reached
to move a cup of water from one position (either
target A or B) to another (either target A or B) with
either their dominant or nondominant hands. The
subjects were instructed to begin the task with
their reaching hand on their lap and return their
hand back to their lap when not moving the cup.
Each movement was comprised of seven phases:
(1) move hand from lap to pick up a cup at target
position A, (2) move cup from target position A to
target position B, (3) return hand to lap, (4) pause
or rest, (5) move hand from lap to pick up cup at
target position B, (6) move cup from target position B to target position A, and (7) return hand to
lap. While reaching with the dominant side, EMG
recordings were collected from the dominant lower
limb; conversely, while reaching with the nondominant hand, EMG recordings were collected from the
nondominant lower limb. Muscle onset, duration,

and intensity data were measured for all trials for
each movement phase.
Figure 26.1 shows duration of muscle contraction
measures for all muscles and movement phases.
Analyses conducted on these measures showed that
the duration of the hamstring contraction and the
onset of the tibialis anterior had the highest effect
size. The duration of hamstring activity quite possibly reflects the stabilizing mechanism the hamstring provides while moving forward and back on
a stability ball. Consider that hamstring duration is
lowest in phase 4, where the hand is resting in the
lap and no forward or backward movement is made.
The onset of the tibialis anterior could reflect the
lifting of the front of the foot in response to movement being initiated, specifically forward movement
to reach out, since the tibialis anterior was the only
muscle active in reaching forward. Additionally, it
is likely that the stability ball allows for easier forward movements by rolling. The transfer of weight
into the forefoot is controlled by activation of the
tibialis anterior.
Figure 26.2 shows the intensity of muscle contraction measures for all muscles and movement
phases. Analysis of intensity of muscle contraction
between dominant and nondominant sides across
all four muscle groups determined that the anterior
muscles of the dominant side have greater firing
intensity than those of the nondominant side. Conversely, the posterior muscles of the nondominant
side have greater firing intensity than those of the
dominant side. This comparison of sides between
reaching forward and moving back suggests that
the anterior dominant side muscles anticipate
movement more so than the anterior nondominant
side. This finding is likely related to practice or
experience of the dominant or preferred side. The
quadriceps on the dominant side activate quickly
and briefly while the onset of the hamstrings of the
dominant side is significantly delayed. This may
indicate that handedness is a factor that affects
reciprocal inhibition. Muscle firing intensity
was highest during the reaching or moving back
movement phases. Additionally, only the tibialis
anterior was active during the reaching or moving
forward phases. The stability ball creates an environment to allow for easier forward movement
by rolling in which the tibialis anterior responds
to control movement, such as braking; however,
when rolling back, there are no contributors to
controlling the movement. This heightens the
person’s awareness; thus, this is a factor in why we
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Figure 26.1 Duration of muscle contraction
measures for the dominant (Dom) and nondominant (Ndom)
E6212/Zhu/F26.01/544935/mh-R2
leg muscles (quadriceps, hamstrings, tibialis anterior, and gastrocnemius) and movement phases: (1)
(Lap > CTA-UL) Move hand from lap to pick up a cup at target position A, (2) (CTA > TB-L) move cup from
target position A to target position B, (3) (TB > Lap-UL) return hand to lap, (4) (Pause) pause or rest, (5)
(Lap > CTB-UL) move hand from lap to pick up cup at target position B, (6) (CTB > TA-L) move cup from
target position B to target position A, and (7) (TA > Lap-UL) return hand to lap.
CTA = cup at target A, CTB = cup at target B, L = hand loaded with weight of cup, UL = hand not loaded with the weight
of the cup, TA = target A, TB = target B

see highest intensity elicited during reaching back
in all muscles.

Practical Guidelines
In order to limit risk for WMSDs, we must consider
the traditional chair and talk about design. But first,
a discussion of anthropological factors and design
of the sitting substrate should be viewed from a
bottom-up rather than a top-down perspective. That
is, consider what are the fundamental physiological, anatomical, and morphological requirements
of sitting rather than what the task requires: The
take-home message is that the constraints of the
traditional chair are unrealistic. Seating design is
for context, not the interaction. The traditional chair
was designed without knowledge of physiological,
anatomical, or morphological factors. Additionally,

the traditional chair constrains our perception of
what chairs are, and solutions are viewed from the
top-down perspective. Looking from the bottom up,
the stability ball provides the affordances chairs do
not. By turning a stability ball into a traditional chair
or by using roller bases, you limit the affordances
of the stability ball. Considering all these data, the
most efficient chair is the stability ball.
Whereas the energy expenditure of stability ball
sitting is not significantly higher than sitting on a
chair, when factoring in all relative components of
the affordances generated by sitting on a stability
ball, it is obvious to suggest the stability ball as an
ideal alternative to traditional chairs. Additionally,
evidence supports the use of a stability ball in the
intervention of various disabilities. Previous investigations of stability ball sitting have identified the
muscle synergies.
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Figure 26.2 Intensity of muscle contraction measures for the dominant (Dom) and nondominant (Ndom)
E6212/Zhu/F26.02/544936/mh-R2
leg muscles (quadriceps, hamstrings, tibialis anterior, and gastrocnemius) and movement phases: (1)
(Lap > CTA-UL) Move hand from lap to pick up a cup at target position A, (2) (CTA > TB-L) move cup from
target position A to target position B, (3) (TB > Lap-UL) return hand to lap, (4) (Pause) pause or rest, (5)
(Lap > CTB-UL) move hand from lap to pick up cup at target position B, (6) (CTB > TA-L) move cup from
target position B to target position A, and (7) (TA > Lap-UL) return hand to lap.
CTA = cup at target A, CTB = cup at target B, L = hand loaded with weight of cup, UL = hand not loaded with the weight
of the cup, TA = target A, TB = target B

Physical Activity Benefits
Inactivity physiology studies have demonstrated a
link between sitting time and nonexercise activity as
contributors to rates of metabolic syndrome, type 2
diabetes, obesity, and cardiovascular disease (Hamilton, Hamilton, and Zderic 2007). These findings
highlight the need to redesign or consider alternatives to traditional seat design and sitting behaviors.
One emerging alternative has been the use of the
stability ball in place of the chair. Few studies have
reported the effect of the stability ball on electromyography (EMG) during sedentary sitting (Gregory,
Dunk, and Callaghan 2006; McGill, Kavcic, and
Harvey 2006; O’Sullivan et al. 2006). A recent study

on EMG during submaximal arm ergometry while
sitting on a chair or stability ball was reported by
Markes, Hylland, and Terreall (2012). Sitting on a
stability ball resulted in greater EMG values for rest
and for three levels (15%, 30%, and 45%) of agepredicted maximum heart rate (HR) for the rectus
femoris muscle. With the exception of the external
oblique muscles at 45% predicted maximum HR,
trunk EMG differences were not different between
ball and chair sitting. Sitting on the stability ball also
resulted in 10% to 16% greater oxygen consumption
(V·O2) than chair sitting, but HR was unaffected. This
finding suggests that exercise during ball sitting
may be a useful exercise intervention for cardiac
rehabilitation programs.
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Classroom Performance Benefits
Stability balls have been increasingly adapted
as a replacement for classroom chairs. Although
research concerning the benefits of stability balls in
comparison to chairs is relatively recent, evidence is
accumulating that ball sitting enhances classroom
performance of children (Illi 1994; Witt and Talbot
1998; Schilling et al. 2003). Sensory modulation
deficits that reflect an adjustment in ongoing physiological processes to ensure internal adaptation
to new or changing sensory information (Miller
and Lane 2000; Miller et al. 2007) have been suggested as a factor contributing to attention deficits,
and stability ball sitting has been suggested as an
intervention for improving attention and school
performance. This possibility was investigated by
Schilling and colleagues (2003), who showed that
stability ball sitting improved classroom performance in students with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). This finding was explained
as reflecting self-modulation of personal sensory
needs by each student in order to maintain an
optimal state of arousal. Additional support for the
use of stability balls in place of chairs for students
with ADHD was provided by Fedewa and Erwin

(2011), who used a larger population of students
than Schilling and colleagues (2003). In addition
to being beneficial to children with ADHD, Schilling and Schwartz (2004) provided evidence that
stability ball sitting can benefit classroom behavior
in children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD).
This research was extended by Bagatell and colleagues (2010), who demonstrated that research
on the use of the stability ball should consider differences between children. The authors suggested
that the stability ball may be more useful for children who seek out vestibular-proprioceptive input
than for children with other sensory processing
characteristics.

Summary
Over the past 10,000 years, physical activity patterns have changed from those involving gross
and fine movements necessary for procurement of
resources for survival to the sedentary and constrained positional behaviors of today. Åstrand
(1992) and Malina and Little (2008) as well as
others have identified sedentary behavior as in
opposition to our biology. Research on inactivity physiology has demonstrated a link between

DUAL-TASK TRAINING AND COGNITIVE BENEFITS
The speculation that the stability ball provides
important vestibular-proprioceptive input that
facilitates cognitive performance in children, and
especially those with ADHD and ASD, is a plausible
one. In addition, increasing evidence on dual-task
training suggests that the stability ball may provide
a learning context that facilitates executive function
by aiding the capability to flexibly allocate attention
across different tasks. We offer the speculation that
this capability may be general in nature and not
tethered to motor performance as exemplified by
stability ball sitting. This view challenges the interpretation offered by movement theorists that dualtask training benefits represent a unique combination
of exercise and cognitive function (e.g., Pesce 2012).
Early evidence that dual-task training may promote
the coordination of multiple processes, tasks, and
skills, especially in old adults, was provided by
Kramer, Larish, and Strayer (1995). This finding
was later extended to the case of two motor tasks
that required similar motor responses (Bherer et al.

2005). Erickson and colleagues (2007) later demonstrated neural correlates for learning-induced plasticity as the basis for dual-task performance gains.
They suggested that these gains reflect enhanced
reliance on central executive operations. Pellecchia
(2005) provided evidence that dual-task training can
reduce postural sway in comparison to no training
or single-task training for dual-task performance.
This finding was extended to improvements in gait
performance by Silsupadol and colleagues (2009),
who used a double-blind design. The relationship
of dual-task training on gait and executive function
was discussed by Yogev-Selingmann, Hausdorff,
and Giladi (2008) in relation to clinical populations.
The view that motor control in aging is influenced
by executive control was advanced by Li and colleagues (2010). This important study demonstrated
improvements on measures of dual-task standing
balance and mobility as a result of nonmotor cognitive dual-task training.
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sitting time and nonexercise activity to rising rates
of metabolic syndrome, type 2 diabetes, obesity,
and cardiovascular disease. These findings suggest
the need to redesign the seat to promote active sitting behaviors. This is a unique event in the evolution of seat design. Throughout history, seat design
has been solely focused on the accomplishment of
the task being performed. It therefore focused on
only one goal—increasing job performance—and
this was accomplished by eliminating any other
potentially competing secondary tasks. For the first
time in history, we are faced with the possible need
for seat design to consider the goals of promoting
task performance as well as health through an
increase in physical activity. The challenge is that
seat design should provide as many opportunities
for movement as possible, yet still maintain support of the lower body to stabilize the upper body
for task performance (Baute 2008; McGill, Kavcic,
and Harvey 2006).

It is further suggested that frequent changes in
posture are beneficial. The evidence reviewed in this
chapter suggests the stability ball is the ideal option
for redesigning sitting. The stability ball provides a
context for sitting that the traditional chair does not,
allowing the freedom to move and alter postures. It
also creates a coordinative structure or functional
synergy between the stability ball and the worker
(Baute 2008). This functional synergy does not
increase cognitive demands while working; the same
cannot be said for other chair alternatives like the
treadmill-type desk, which ultimately limits task performance. Instead, it appears that using a stability ball
in place of a traditional chair affords for dual-tasking
yet still provides freedom for movement. Stability
balls have been increasingly adapted as a replacement
for classroom chairs. Evidence is accumulating that
ball sitting enhances the classroom performance of
children (Illi 1994; Witt and Talbot 1998), including
children with ADHD (Shilling et al. 2003).

KEY CONCEPTS
}} Activity patterns: The activities of daily life and behaviors used within a person’s life span.
}} Biological phylogeny: The evolutionary or genealogical relationships among a group of
organisms.
}} Ecological contexts: Refers to those factors external to the individual that work to influence
behavior; the person and environment are viewed as interdependent (Dunn, Brown, and
McGuigan 1994).
}} Ergonomics: In the context of this chapter, refers to the design of the environment to fit the
job as opposed to fitting the worker to the job with the purpose of alleviating physical and
environmental stresses.
}} Functional synergies: In the context of this chapter, refers to the coordination of physical and
environmental components to execute a task (e.g., coordinating an arm reach afforded by
the movement of a stability ball).
}} Human positional behaviors: Postures assumed during activities of daily life, such as sitting,
standing, and any task-related postures. These include but are not limited to operating heavy
machinery or performing assembly-line work.
}} Positional or postural affordance: Positional behavior used to facilitate the successful performance of a task.
}} Sensory modulation deficits: These reflect a change in physiological processes in response to
changing sensory information and have been suggested as contributing to attention deficits.
}} Subsistence strategies: The methods, plans, and actions people rely on to procure resources
for survival and consider the positional behaviors used to execute tasks.
}} Substate: Within a bioanthropological context (field dependent), refers to the structures acted
on that promote a specific locomotive or positional behavior. Extended into a kinanthropological context, refers to the equipment or furniture used in activities of daily living. Specifically,
within the context of this chapter, refers to the stability ball.
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STUDY QUESTIONS
1. What evolutionary factors should be considered during discussions of sedentary behavior?
2. What is the history of the chair?
3. What alternative sitting behaviors provide intervention effects for musculoskeletal disorders
(MSDs)?
4. Does using the stability ball provide additional benefits outside of preventing WMSDs?
5. What are the future possibilities for assessing sedentary behavior?
6. Do prolonged sitting or other positional behaviors detract attention from cognitive tasks?
7. Can the stability ball be useful in dual-task learning?
8. Does the stability ball provide an alternative to classroom chairs for schools?
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